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Michael Baxter 22. února 2023

Mar-a-Lago Spies posláni na základnu White Hat na
Guamu
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Dva muži, kteří byli přistiženi při špionáži na majetku prezidenta

Donalda J. Trumpa v Mar-a-Lago, byli posláni k výslechu na nově

otevřenou základnu White Hat na Guamu, řekl zdroj JAG Real Raw

News.
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Jak bylo oznámeno minulý týden, Trumpova ochrana Delta Force si

všimla nápadné černé dodávky zaparkované na Ocean Blvd. přímo

přes silnici z Mar-a-Lago. Zdálo se, že okupanti byli zapojeni do mise

maskování a dýky – měli parabolické mikrofony, drony, videokamery

a další sledovací zařízení. Delta je zadržela pro „podezření ze

špionáže“.

Podezřelí, řekl náš zdroj, jsou nyní ve vazbě v základním táboře

námořní pěchoty Blaz na Guamu, který byl oficiálně otevřen 25.

ledna 2023 pod kontrolou White Hat. Byli identifikováni jako Eric

Scholz, bývalý zvláštní agent FBI, který v roce 2017 odstoupil z úřadu

po obvinění, že umístil dětskou pornografii do osobních počítačů

Trumpových příznivců, a Ira Hamutal, bývalý agent Mossadu, který

má dvojí občanství Spojených států a Izraele. .

V době jejich zatčení tvrdili, že jsou „turisty z New Hampshire“, kteří

podnikají výlet přes Sunshine State.

"Tohle nejsou žádní turisté," řekl náš zdroj. "Oba jsou bývalí

zpravodajci, ale ne tak dobří ve své práci." Necvičili dobře, když

viditelně parkovali svou dodávku před zraky tuctu bezpečnostních

kamer – byli to idioti. Před odesláním do Blaz se je JAG pokusil

vyslechnout na Floridě, ale drželi krok s tím, že jsme jen turistická

kravina, což nedávalo smysl. Někdo najal tyhle hloupé idioty,“ řekl

náš zdroj.

Na otázku, proč je JAG přiletěl na Guam místo GITMO, odpověděl:

„Je nad mou platovou třídu, abych to věděl jistě, ale můžu vám říct

jednu věc: buňky GITMO RSVP. Blaz, pokud vím, je docela prázdný."

Real Raw News bude poskytovat aktualizace tak, jak je slyšíme.

(Návštíveno 39 591 krát, 1 177 návštěv dnes)

Dnes vyřazení Trollové a Shillové: 3
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Dobrá zpráva: Konečně jsme určili, co způsobilo přetížení serveru,

pád a pomalé načítání stránek. Je to vyřešeno a web by měl od

nynějška fungovat efektivně.

Poznámka: Jednoslovné komentáře nebo odpovědi na komentáře

budou označeny, protože jde o taktiku, kterou roboti používají k

získání souhlasu.

Naposledy upravil před 10 hodinami Michael Baxter

Hooray! Thank you Michael Baxter. We won’t know how to act

without so much push back for commenting. Once again thank you.

I’m making $90 an hour working from home. i was greatly surprised

at the same time as my neighbour advised me she changed into

averaging $100 however I see the way it works now. I experience

mass freedom now that I’m my non-public boss. Everybody must try

this job now by just using this website..

http://www.Payathome7.com

Last edited 6 hours ago by Delavic

Yup now you and I won’t be accused of being the same person any

more…

Thank you, Mr. Baxter! This is truly a feather in your cap and I’m so

happy that these asshats have been eliminated. Keep up the good

work and know we’re behind you 100%

Michael, where is the donation link. I’d love to donate again as before

for your hard work but Idon’tsee the donate link anymore. I know it

takes alot of time and effort to do what you do. I really appreciate

your hard work and I think everybody else does also.

Michael is the above link correct? It says Michael Tuffin ? I’m using a

my mobile phone. Please let me know. 🙏

Last edited 10 hours ago by Steve

http://www.payathome7.com/
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Anything to do with Tim Allen’s character in Last Man Standing? I

thought maybe you were drawing parallels to you being the last man

standing for the truth in news or something. But, that show came out

after your adaptation. 👍

Just move your mouse and it will pop up for you to donate..Just

about ever time I move my mouse I get an annoying pop up to

donate..

You’re doing a fine job. I enjoy you on Truth Social, too. Thanks for

everything.

You’re such a coward and fraud. People laugh at this site.

 
Congratulations for “eliminating” me, clown.

Last edited 9 hours ago by LimeGreenYeti

Suppose that were true. Then it’s of no interest to you. You’re free to

disappear forever from here & find greener pastures. Bye!

I don’t think it would hurt to put the donation link at the bottom of

each article. It may actually increase donations. Maybe worth a try

anyway.

Go ahead in your next comment. And I’ll look at it it and approveit.

I’ve posted more than one word comments and have tried to join the

conversation and my stuff never gets posted. Don’t understand what

is happening. There are a bunch of replies below responding to other

comments. Or did I miss something?

Definitely it was a dry run at Mara-Lago & it was done like any other

stupidly planned event just like The French Foreign Legion

Paratrooper one so close to GITMO!

Laurel and Hardy spies for rent….. also do house remodeling,

decks, walkways, people spied on, politicians bribed, saloons

emptied, tourists in bad taste, virgins converted and other services

not mentioned….
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FYI: Namesake of Camp Blaz.

Brigadier General Vicente “Ben” Tomas Garrido Blaz.

Brigadier General Blaz was the first minority general officer in the

Marine Corps and remains the highest ranking indigenous CHamoru

to have served in the Marine Corps.

Sounds like those two guys could get hired for a re-make of that 60’s

TV show F-Troop! Hope the interrogation reveals those who hired

them. Work up the chain!

What happened to the offices and facilities at the Guam Naval Base

where Dr. Birx was executed in July 2021 according to your report

from April of 2022?

Why are there like 10,000 comments about blocking shills and NOT

about the actual topic? I feel like I’m in the twilight zone with all

these weirdo herd people glomming on to an irrelevant topic.

Because until MB took consistent, decisive action against them, this

site was full of comments from fucktard trolls and shills. Everybody

with an IQ above today’s temperature was sick of their vacuous,

juvenile prattle…

I see a great opportunity for a box office winner: “Dumb and

Dumbest”. Reprieving their roles from “We’re No Angels” : Robert

DiNiro and Sean Penn”

After thinking about this for a while, I think this is a deliberate act of

surrender by these two. Needing to make a sudden clean separation

from the deep state, they displayed a “Three Stooges Act” to get

attention and make it happen suddenly and decisively. Who knows

whatthey really told their captors?

Or they could just be really stupid!
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They were washout spies that could’nt make their grade, so they went

“free agents” and botched the short lived adventure as “Contractor

Spies”, plus they fucked up their first big gig and they will get who

hired them after it’s sweated out of them…..

Censorship is still king now & even Fox News is even on board with

their Globalist Masters being blackmailed or bribed in order to say

what they are exactly told or else.

Last edited 1 hour ago by GLADALLOVER

The approach was too obvious, so maybe a test of defenses, like

triggering air defense radars. Or they may have GPS or other

implants in their bodies – a good reason to keep them out of Gitmo.

With current tech, it could be a hundred things.

If their method is to plant false evidence who will believe them for

any real evidence? Would they be there looking to direct

assassination to Trump once they figure out where he actually is? 2

things they repeatedly try and do is kill Trump and attack GITMO.

In this narrative, time travelers seem to be the boss of these wars.

One from the year 2580 said earth had a stagnation and could not

ascend any higher until they fix what went wrong with the satanic

movement taking over the earth. Daryl James explains the reason for

all this war and why there’s a lot more to go. Which countries they

will war on and take over 1st Mexico, then China and India. Super

Soldier talk. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qon_PelVRyk

Retired FBI… Nah.. He knew better. Rolling with an Israeli spy too.

 
These people are stupid

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qon_PelVRyk
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Good to hear MB on finding the trolls and Shills. I hope my message

can be posted now since I used to post and was shut out! Love you

news and posts of what’s really going on?

Michael, thanks for all you do to keep us informed. I recently heard

that you have a channel on Rumble under the name the digital

soldier, is this correct? Do you post on any other social media

platforms?

Ah the first guests in GUAM… May their stay be brief and necks be

stretched for the next group!

 
As I have said a few years back – “This is a spy movie for Dummies!”

 
Grab a drink, some popcorn and/or snack, and a comfy chair/couch

– enjoy the show!!

The horse symbol on the front of the NS locomotive is a “coat of

arms.” It might stand to reason we were attacked by britian? The UK,

NWO does not care about American soil. We have all sorts of foreign

saboteurs HERE.

Could this have been some sort of distraction?? Idiots draw other

idiots, may be Biden sent them out.

I wonder. GITMO is close and easy access for deep state assault.

Guam is in the middle of the ocean and there is no sneaking up on it.

Socialist Cuba probably isn’t the best neighbor either. Could they

https://qanon.pub/data/media/1346492ce45e07ec136d3542af49846a1ed8e31614681e78b94b51197060a449.jpg
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have opened this new camp to phase out or radically reduce the

number of detainees, especially high profile detainees, at GITMO.

Diego Garcia would also be a good base for the White Hats, also in

the middle of nowhere.

We own Cuba through the Magna Carter – What JFK used to get rid

of USSR – aka missle crisis….

 
GITMO is here to stay as well as the other dozen like bases around

the world.

I am amazed that they were able to drive from NH to FL and not get

pulled over for no plate and no inspection sticker.🤣🤪 AMAZING!!

It would seem that many if not most on here support censorship.

How American and freedom loving of you. The only thing I see going

on is Agenda21- Agenda2030 being carried out with no opposition.

Good luck with that.

Filtering off vile, antagonistic troll turds is not censorship. These troll

turds seem to think THEIR rights can run all over my rights and the

rights of the other patriots on here. As soon as they start infringing

on my rights and the rights of others to peacefully review news and

related comments, they are out of their lane and they need to lose

their PRIVILEGE to even be on here.

You’re another troll…

 
no one here either supports nor stated such BS… Time for you to go

bye bye.

MB, do you really need so many arsekissers on here to keep you

going? You are in the spotlight, you are the one given the

responsibility to get the word out to the world. I take a lot of flak

repeating your articles as truth and will continue so until we are all

proven nuts!
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Talk for yourself kid…

I’ve been part of exposing corrupt gov’ts all over the world for

decades…

 
Big Tech censorship sucks…

We are Anonymous.

 
We are Legion.

 
We do not forgive.

 
We do not forget.

 
Expect us always….

Ha they get the dubious honor of being extracted to Blaz where they

can be questioned more thoroughly with less distractions. Anyone

who would plant child porn on an innocent person’s computer

should have been dealt with severely. Wonder if rsvp confirms gitmo

is close to capacity.

Despite the fact that GITMO’s been very much enlarged. I’d love to

know who else is there awaiting a military tribunal.

I agree! Surely there would be greater repercussion to even an FBI

agent, than being fired! He did it to a President or Presidential

Candidate! I guess, the White Hats have been waiting for them to

commit more serious offenses, patterns of offenses, to be rid of them

for good & all.

I agree. That FBI person should have been in prison, but he was

probably following orders. Now he gets to go down for treason.

Yeah, good! Set aside trollers. Thanks for reading some comments

and responding to us too! Keep up the good work Mr. Baxter. I am an

avid reader here. Even SG Anon believed your reporting as he

mentioned an “accurate” word during one of his interview.

The best news is that GITMO is RSVP, sounds fully occupied!

 
These two reminded me of the ridiculous KAOS agents if anyone

remembers’Get Smart’. Great work, thank you for the update!🙏❤
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My guess is that the ira hamutal guy is Still mossad, maybe he

‘officially’ retired or resigned; but not really. Then they scooped up

the ex-fbi guy with them.

Mossad – Ghislaine Maxwell’s dad was Mossad. That’s how she got

access to all of these scum who ended up in her little black book and

on Epstein’s island.

I guess my non-trolling question and germane comment didn’t meet

the standards of the echo-chamber of nonsense here today.

Congrats, MB, you’re eliminating all normal people under the guise

of the removal of trolls.

 
How sad!

LGY, you don’t sound like you are happy to be on this website. What

are your intentions? Are you forced to be here, or is this the only way

you can make a living?

Waaaah waaaaaah waaaaaah. Non-trolling. If. you classify yourself as

part of the “normal people” group, that speaks volumes about what

you think is normal.

‘Gitmo cells are RSVP’…

Hmm,…

That concept checks with the, ‘50 thousand plus sealed indictments’

claim that was being floated in 2017, by alternate media sources. This

was while Trump first entered the presidency. Apparently, 50,000

sealed indictments were being processed at Columbia, SC’s National

Law Advocacy Center, and deep staters began being processed

through Fort Jackson.

It would follow then that Gitmo was enlarged and stood up to

accommodate the VAST numbers of deep state criminals, with RSVP

reservations at the Gitmo Gateway to Hell Hotel. .
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I love it.

Are you scared yet, you God damned wicked!? You should be. There

is NO HOPE in hell’s torment. None.

Despite some of the complaints on this site that not enough is being

done, for all we know we may be only getting about 1% of the

information. Just enough to let us peek inside, but not giving away

what’s going on for missions overall. Patience is required.

Last edited 9 hours ago by Mark David

Go back and read the article, both are “former”, as in washed up

hasbeens! That explains their clueless utter failure. There aren’t very

many bright bulbs in that despotic fixture!

But it also states someone had herd of them to higher them so maybe

we will find out who hired them after they are busted they may give

this information up in Guam just think about the one that hired them

maybe knows they been captured.

I thought these two were dimwits and reading the other comments, it

may be that they were plants to get to GITMO. They portrayed

themselves to be really stupid sitting outside Mar-a-lago. I mean

c’mon man!

They’re trying SO hard to get into Gitmo by any means possible,

hazarding increasingly dangerous life-threatening fools errands.

I love the white hats. I am so grateful for them. Some real men left in

the world. Sigh.

Blaz is empty. These idiot don’t need to take up space for those

special folks that may swing.

Let’s just assume for a minute any of these stories are true. (which i

do not believe)

 
How long is the military going to wage this “war” without the

knowledge and approval of the American people?
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How are the “white hats” getting their funding, is the Xiden

dictatorship and his military leaders splitting up funds they control?

If the “white hats” control the military funding, why are they giving

them to the Xiden regime to wage this war?

None of this makes sense.

Let’s also assume Trump gave control to the “white hat” military

(which again, i don’t believe) is their mandate forever? At what point

will they have to explain these skirmishes, executions, trials, prison

sentences, etc?

 
None of us believe the corporate media is an actual media.

 
When will these so called “white hats” choose a forum, outlet,

personality, or other entity to bring this information to the American

people? Why is the “white hat” military given carte blanche to wage

war without the burden of keeping the people who are funding this

upraised and informed?

What is the end game of the “white hats” if they simply eliminate the

ridiculous clones, and destroy even more silly clone factories? Isn’t

this simply a treadmill that never ends?

What has or will be done by anyone about the obvious fake elections?

 
How will a fake election in 2024 change ANY of this?

If you think I’m a “shill” or troll by posing this question you really

need to look in the mirror.

Just keep believe that Shit for brains is your President and swallow

the media’s blue pill.

 
And watch what happens

My dad was involved with DOD funding. There is so much money

and so many routes it can go. Plus Deep State had until recently

access to billions in black budget $$$. They have run drugs and

adrenochrome and have trafficked people for more money. They also
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got all that money “for Ukraine.” Notice DS operatives are not only

military but many different agencies, and these agencies have been

militarizing for years. Plus they work with other nations’ militaries.

if you dont see the facts, the truth or trust the plan, then kindly fuoff.

we have done the research and seen factual proof of everything. this

is for those who have the eyes to see the truth. cognitive dissonance

is what yo have

Actually, it all has been in the open. CIC Trump even told us…are you

paying attention?

That’s fantastic that you have SEEN FACTUAL PROOF. Can you

please share it with those that are a lot less intelligent. Please list the

facts that are proved beyond doubt

Well, watch the movie with popcorn…timing is everything…the

awakening is happening and the movie script is excellent…I see it…..

Information overload can be overwhelming for anyone. Personally,

when all this began, I immediately started sifting through the gamut

of information available and quickly discovered what connected and

what didn’t, with LOGIC & COMMON SENSE at the top of my list.

Michael Baxter is not delivering inconsistency as found on the best

supposed free speech/truth sites out there; he is consistent with

others IN THE KNOW across the board – each one sharing what is

supposed to be exposed by each integral reporter.

Yes Pastor the dots are connecting faster now I think. Each person

contributes their input, all of us together.

Oh, We The People do approve. What is happening is justified

responses against the predator class. Potatus and cronies have been

waging a war against us, european peoples, other countries incl

Libya, Somalia, Afghanistan, Syria, Russia etc for decades without

our approval using our money.. War mongering, profiteering, killing

innocent people, trafficking, being parasites to children, creating
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bioweapons and releasing them one after the other. Only losers

reveal their every move. Why don’t you go pester your potatus and

the swamp with endless what ifs.

Please do continue to post, agreement OR disagreement. It is Your

right as a citizen of the United States of America.

 
If either side of the debate is too fragile to suffer the slings and

arrows of well thought out questions from the opposition, that side

deserves to loose the debate.

So just who or what entity do you think is going to provide the

knowledge to the American people? Hmmm? There is still a

significant segment of the US population who can’t grasp the fact

that the Mueller (Andrew Weissmann) investigation was a hoax from

the get-go, nor the fact that the 2020 election was stolen. You expect

them to be able to handle anything that RRN reports on? It isn’t time

yet. But, given the amount of time and energy you expend on this

site, you actually DO believe what’s going on here, and you’re scared

shitless by it.

The “silly” clone factories will be destroyed. They are the main

problem. But of course you know that.

LGY, why do you waste your time on a site you deem to have no

credibility? You have made some points I think are valid, but it

appears that you used ChatGPT to express them.

At the top or bottom of your screen (depending on what type of

device you’re on), is an area where you can type in your questions.

It’s called researching. Very user friendly, I highly recommend as

anyone worth their salt won’t take one second of their valuable time

trying to do YOUR work.

Have you not heard of the EO’s regarding foreign interference in our

election and Continuity of Government? You are in the wrong place.

Start with the Federal Register and read the Executive Orders.
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I am absolutely grateful for all our military and white hats. People

don’t realize all that they have done and even laid down their life for

our beautiful country and continue to do. They are there when you

least expect them. Thank you sirs. God Bless y’all….Actually going to

live the Life that was started in 1960s where I had witnessed, I

thought, death to a true American Dream…it was started and in my

lifetime before I go, I get to see it finished and a new age happening,

according to the true US Constitution…no longer a slave to city of

London.

I have a feeling there are lots and lots of them. Maybe we’ll be getting

a full list later.

Viděl jsem řadu fotografií se jmény elitních vůdců parazitů, kteří byli

odstraněni jejich vlastními zeměmi.

 

 


